The Nanooks of Wall Street

Six UAF students taking a course in real-life investing recently enjoyed a visit to New York City’s financial district.

Jamie Boyle, Lacey Cruikshank, Alec Hajdukovich, Stefan Hajdukovich, Hayden Nilson and Tracy Reeves earned the trip with their hard work in the UAF School of Management’s Student Investment Fund course.

“Getting to meet finance professionals and talk to them about what they do every day really helped to cement what we’d been learning in the Student Investment Fund course,” said senior business administration student Stefan Hajdukovich. “It got me excited to start my own career in finance after graduation.”

Students toured the New York Stock Exchange during the opening bell and observed an editorial meeting at Fortune magazine. They received practical

Students Place Fourth in Regional HR Competition

A team of School of Management students took fourth place in the Society for Human Resource Management’s Student Case Competition and Career Summit Division II.

The students — Johanna Bocklet, Laken Bordner, Jamie Boyle and Sara McBride — competed April 29-30 at the Regional Conference West in Salt Lake City, Utah. Fourteen teams entered the division contest this year.

The team received the case directly from SHRM, and faculty advisors were not allowed to know about the case or to help the students in any way. Former SOM faculty member and SHRM advisor Wendy Tisland prepared the students well for this competition in her Introductory Human Resource Management class (BA 307).

The students are proud to have placed higher than many other larger schools with concentrated human resources degree programs.

Story continued on page 6
At the UAF School of Management, we are committed to offering programs that serve the needs of today’s students in tomorrow’s economy. We are equally dedicated to preparing them for leadership roles in society. To meet our commitments, SOM focuses on excellence in and out of the classroom, and provides our students with frequent opportunities to interact with the business community. This partnership between SOM and the business community is what ensures our students a state-of-the-art education.

As you are well aware, the university system is facing significant fiscal challenges that threaten its financial stability and the quality of its students’ educational experiences. Both UAF and UAA strongly believe their business schools are essential to the communities in which they exist. I am working closely with Dr. Rashmi Prasad, Dean of the UAA College of Business and Public Policy, towards a collaborative plan for both schools. We’re working together to determine how to best serve Alaska with business education under a unified university and the new Strategic Pathways model proposed by UA President Jim Johnsen.

Schools with accreditation from AACSB International - the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business - are considered the best business schools in the world. Their degree programs have passed rigorous standards for quality. AACSB accredited schools have the best programs, the highest quality faculty and the most prepared students. More employers recruit from these schools and their graduates receive higher salaries. AACSB accreditation is an important achievement for both UAF and UAA, which further underscores the need to ensure that both of these excellent business schools remain strong.

To Students
With UAA in the Anchorage bowl area and UAF in Interior Alaska, each business school features a specialized, community-based focus. SOM is as strong as it’s ever been, and we want to continue building on that strength. This academic year, we had a record number of enrolled students and a record number of graduates. We have been internationally recognized for our community outreach. Be confident SOM is poised to continue to offer the type of active learning opportunities you have come to expect and that employers desire.

To Faculty
No doubt there’s some uncertainty about the future. Dean Prasad and I are collaborating with President Johnsen and expect to have a much better grasp of the situation and a clearer direction by the end of this calendar year. We are working with the information we are given and unfortunately it changes frequently. I am committed to keeping you informed of potential changes and other updates as soon as the information is available.

To Donors and Alumni
I am optimistic that SOM is going to remain in Fairbanks. We have received signals from President Johnsen that our school is of critical importance to the community and to UA as a whole. We may look somewhat different in the future, but we are working diligently to maintain our core strengths. Philanthropic gifts will continue to benefit your areas of support, just as they always have. With your help, our students will continue to have extra-curricular experiences as they receive the high-quality education that they, you, and I have all come to expect.

How you can support SOM
Your commitment and support over the next few months are even more important than ever. This support may take the form of writing letters to the Legislature, testifying to the Board of Regents or the President, and sharing your stories about the positive impacts our school and our students make on the community.

If you would like to share your thoughts about the future of the UAF School of Management, please visit the Strategic Pathways website (www.alaska.edu/pathways) and voice your opinion via the feedback email or online form.

Mark Herrmann
Dean, School of Management
Congratulations Graduates!

Summer 2015, Fall 2015, and Spring 2016 Graduates

UNDERGRADUATE

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Emily Ahern  
Danielle Atkins  
Cheryl Benedix  
Lucas Bowers  
Jamie Boyle  
Olivia Braastad  
Heidi Bryan  
John Bungart II  
Soren Butler  
Trevor Chambers  
Lacey Cruikshank  
Eva Dah  
Kylie Dickerson  
Gabrielle Dickson  
Jerry Gardiner  
Brittany Glaeser  
Shelby Graff  
Alec Hajdukovich  
Stefan Hajdukovich  
Donna Hill  
Kenzie Holbrook  
Natsuko Ito  
Isabella Ivanovski  
Kira Johnson  
John Keeney  
Rosemary Killion  
Emily Kimball  
Brandon Knight  
Lindsey Krause  
Jacqueline Lovato  
Tara Mcgrogan  
Kelly Mitchell  
Tyler Morley  
Alexis Nardone  
Hayden Nilson  
Abigail Obermiller  
Zachary Parker  
Zachary Rohan  
Tara Rystad  
Hal Salerno  
Laura Solie  
Sonja Sommer  
Scott Weis  
Chelsea Wells

ECONOMICS

Randy Armstrong  
Peter Burton  
Mathew Carrick  
Amber Corrigan  
Daniela Freling  
Ian Hendren  
Jesse Kaczmarski  
Mckenzie Mitchell  
Richard Parker  
Nicolle Stickler  
Nils Sullivan

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

John Albers  
Ashley Allotta  
Erick Anez  
Chase Barada  
Rodolfo Carrera  
Chet Hand  
James Hannis  
Robert Ituarte  
Katrina Lehse  
Dominick Mariutto  
Sabrina Martin  
Austyn Onstott  
Nicholas Pierson  
Ryan Pregent  
Adam Schlegel  
Joshua Stinnett  
Raymond Straight  
Tyler Turner  
Cayla Wiita

MBA

Roger Albright  
Ryan Allen  
Cynthia Baldwin  
Karin Baldwin  
Sara Barker  
Adam Baxter  
Megan Blanchard  
Joseph Cahill  
Niki Countryman  
Courtney Enright  
Cassandra Glebavicius  
Jordan Hendry  
Tyler Hull  
John Keeney  
Michael Krestyn  
Vincent Kwarteng  
Alyssa Larsen

MS ECONOMICS & APPLIED RESOURCES

Johanna Bocklet  
Alyssa Englert

GRADUATE

Kristopher Larson  
Chenghao Liu  
Ricardo Maestas  
Paul Mauser  
Erik Ofelt  
Harmonie Peters  
Casey Peterson  
Marianne Rexford  
Kristen Rowland  
Sarah Sackett  
Andrea Schmidt  
Mohammed Shubair  
Joseph Slocum  
Jennifer Young

Pesio Aieti  
Brendon Allen  
Amanda Arney  
Joshua Atkinson  
Chalisa Attla  
Ashley Baldwin  
Rhonda Bressler  
Dominique Brinson  
Travis Cortez  
Christina Eickholt  
Shanna Entin  
Brenda Erlich  
Amy Feldmeier  
Ryan Feldmeier  
Michelle Galloway  
Nolan Huysmans  
Katia Lundell  
Melissa Lynch  
Beau McClain  
Kara Morgan  
Hayden Nilson  
Steven Perkins  
Heidi Pichler  
Katherine Ridenour  
Kyle Riggenbach  
Ana Rodriguez Moreno  
Marissa Rose  
Michael Stepovich  
Julita Tomasic  
Kimberley Tuttle  
Vanessa Versandi  
Sharece Waldron  
Nicolette White  
Melissa Winters

Emily Ahern  
Danielle Atkins  
Cheryl Benedix  
Lucas Bowers  
Jamie Boyle  
Olivia Braastad  
Heidi Bryan  
John Bungart II  
Soren Butler  
Trevor Chambers  
Lacey Cruikshank  
Eva Dah  
Kylie Dickerson  
Gabrielle Dickson  
Jerry Gardiner  
Brittany Glaeser  
Shelby Graff  
Alec Hajdukovich  
Stefan Hajdukovich  
Donna Hill  
Kenzie Holbrook  
Natsuko Ito  
Isabella Ivanovski  
Kira Johnson  
John Keeney  
Rosemary Killion  
Emily Kimball  
Brandon Knight  
Lindsey Krause  
Jacqueline Lovato  
Tara Mcgrogan  
Kelly Mitchell  
Tyler Morley  
Alexis Nardone  
Hayden Nilson  
Abigail Obermiller  
Zachary Parker  
Zachary Rohan  
Tara Rystad  
Hal Salerno  
Laura Solie  
Sonja Sommer  
Scott Weis  
Chelsea Wells

Johanna Bocklet  
Alyssa Englert

Allen Molina  
Anastasia Thayer
GCI is an Alaska-based company that delivers communication and technology services to consumers and businesses. They've been delivering services for more than 35 years to some of the most remote communities in our state and in some of the most challenging conditions in North America. GCI is proud to be an "Alaska born and raised" company; they're dedicated to providing Alaskans with the most innovative technologies in order to improve the quality of life for all Alaskans, through education, health care and economic development.

The GCI and SOM Partnership
The UAF School of Management is training Alaska’s future leaders and is an important investment not only for GCI, but also for the state. Recently, GCI has become more involved, becoming a top-level sponsor of SOM’s annual gala, Business Leader of the Year, and participating in the Spring Etiquette Seminar, which provides students with the opportunity to learn valuable lessons about professional conduct from Alaska’s business leaders.

Advice for Current SOM Students
Value the lessons that you’re learning—they will help set you up to excel in the world of business and prepare you for many of the business challenges that are unique to Alaska. Also, keep in mind that it’s in your best interest to take advantage of every opportunity to learn outside of the classroom. Internships and other forms of business experience can go a long way and will provide valuable, on-the-job lessons that will complement your education (and resume).

GCI Gives Generously Around the State
GCI’s long-standing history of corporate giving is built on their philanthropic goals, which include supporting youth education and higher learning, investing in Alaska-based programs and initiatives and strengthening programs supported by GCI employees. There are dozens of organizations and causes that GCI supports; the gamut includes major Alaska cultural events such as the Native Youth Olympics and the Iditarod, to educational opportunities like the Alaska Academic Decathlon, to business and health-related organizations. A full list is available on the GCI website.

GCI’s Advice for an Organization Considering a Gift to SOM
It’s incredibly important to support the institutions that develop and prepare the individuals who will make up our future business workforce. By investing in UAF’s School of Management, you are also investing in the next generation of business and community leaders, those who will play an immense role in the future development of Alaska’s economy and therefore the well-being of all Alaskans.

Students Create New Mobile App
SOM student Connor White and UAF student Michael Romanovsky have created a new mobile app called Fairbanks Nightlife that lets the public of Fairbanks find fun and interesting things to do, primarily during the evening hours.

Fairbanks residents or visitors can find the Fairbanks Nightlife app on Facebook and download the app for iOS or Android. In addition to listing local events and happenings, the app offers exclusive coupons. Currently, HooDoo Brewing has a special offer just for Fairbanks Nightlife app users.
Beta Gamma Sigma is a national honor society recognizing the highest scholastic honor a student can achieve in Business Administration at an AACSB accredited institution.

To be eligible for membership in this distinguished organization, a student must rank in the top of their class.

- Top 10% of the Junior class
- Top 10% of the Senior class
- Top 20% of MBA students

Juniors
Elizabeth Allen
Justin Church
Huckleberry Hopper
Sarah Howard
Megan Huerd
Damaris Li
Jay Samuel

Seniors
Irina Brown
Nathaniel DiGloria
Hannah Evans
Michelle Galloway
Kathryn Reichert
Amber Vaska

MBA
Ryan Allen
Michael Kresyn
Jennifer Young

The Order of the Sword and Shield

On Friday, May 6, 2016, the School of Management held our inaugural induction for three of our Homeland Security and Emergency Management (HSEM) students into the Order of the Sword and Shield national honor society.

The Order of the Sword and Shield is a national honor society for academically superior students in Homeland Security, Intelligence, Emergency Management and all Protective Security Disciplines. The society just completed its fifth year of operation and includes 32 collegiate chapters, three professional chapters, and a National Chapter and includes students from over 70 schools across the country.

The students inducted to the honor society were Thomas Antal, Jason Fegurgur, and Walter Murrell. HSEM Program Director Cameron Carlson said, “I am especially proud of this inaugural group of outstanding academic student leaders, who have helped set a standard for this new chapter in one of the higher rated programs in the nation.”

This stellar accomplishment by our students is yet another example of how this nationally ranked HSEM program continues to grow and excel.
Students Place Fourth in Regional HR Competition

Students Place Fourth in Regional HR Competition Continued...

“Attending the SHRM Case Competition and Career Summit was a once in a lifetime opportunity for me during my education,” said Jamie Boyle, UAF SHRM president. “During both days of the summit, students were able to network with over 40 HR professionals, receiving help on resumes, interviews, or just making connections for future opportunities. I made connections with a number of professionals that will help move my career forward. I am very pleased that after the conference, I have at least five solid follow-up conversations and interviews to help jump-start my future career in HR.”

The SHRM Student Case Competition and Career Summit provides opportunities for students and human resource professionals to connect, while also exposing students to the types of real-world problems they may one day encounter when they enter the workforce. To excel in the competition as these UAF students have done, they must demonstrate strategic thinking, ethical decision-making, and strong leadership and presentation skills.

The UAF chapter of SHRM plans to attend the competition again next year in Portland, Oregon, and the student organization is actively recruiting new students for the upcoming academic year.

Johanna Booklet, Laken Bordner, Jamie Boyle and Sara McBride took fourth place out of 14 teams in a Society for Human Resource Management student case competition in Utah.

Students Place Fourth in Regional HR Competition

Students Place Fourth in Regional HR Competition Continued...

The Nanooks of Wall Street

The Nanooks of Wall Street Continued...

advice from Bloomberg employees on how to continue their financial education. They met with professionals in investment banking, private equity, alternative investments, equity research and asset management.

The professionals offered interview advice and perspectives on “a day in the life” of a banker or asset manager. Some of the advice was more tactical. At Lazard, for example, one asset manager spoke to students about how he screened investments and evaluated comparable companies to select the most attractive in the industry he covered.

The trip also involved some sightseeing, and, of course, students went out of their way to make it to a professional hockey game — because you can take Alaskans out of Alaska, but you can’t take the Alaskan out of them.

The SIF course (BA 454) is offered for upper-level bachelor’s or master’s degree students in business administration each year during fall and spring semesters. Students gain hands-on experience developing investment strategies and analyzing stocks. Students make all investment decisions for the fund, which is currently valued at nearly $1 million. The small class size allows for increased student participation, as well as a high level of mentorship and accountability. The course is appropriate for all business majors, not just students pursuing a finance degree, and involvement often leads to internships and career opportunities. The fund generates money for multiple need-based scholarships each year, meaning these students are helping to fund the academic careers of their fellow UAF students.

The SIF students were accompanied by School of Management faculty members Phil Younker and Kim McGinnis, who went to great efforts to make arrangements after the Pavlov Volcano eruption in March suspended air flights and delayed the trip. SOM Business Advisory Council member and Clarion Capital Partners Managing Director David Ragins worked diligently on the New York side to set up meetings for the students and make their trip a success.

The businesses and organizations visited by the students included Bank of America, Bloomberg L.P., Clarion Capital, Fortune Magazine, Jefferies, JP Morgan, Lazard Asset Management, the New York Stock Exchange, and WM Capital Partners.

This student trip was funded by a generous gift from Northrim Bank. McKinley Capital Management, First National Bank Alaska, the Associated General Contractors of Alaska, and several individual donors provide additional support for the SIF program.
Alumni Spotlight

Micaiah Liebhober

Micaiah is a human resources administrative assistant at the Fairbanks Memorial Hospital and Denali Center. She earned a bachelor’s degree in business administration in 2015.

Why did you choose to attend UAF?
I chose UAF because it is my hometown school and offers a quality education at an affordable price. As a first-generation graduate, attending college was not an easy feat for me, but UAF made it possible.

Share a memory of an outstanding teacher or class.
Amy Cooper always comes to mind. I wasn't even an accounting major and she almost convinced me to switch majors based on her teaching ability and friendliness. Wendy Tisland is a great mentor in the HR field.

What does being an alumna mean to you?
Being a UAF alumna gives me a great sense of pride. I am proud to support the university that supported me, got me where I am today, and will take me farther in the future. I have my UAF Alumni sticker on the back window of my car, and I flaunt it shamelessly!

What keeps you enthusiastic about your career?
Continuing education, challenges, and experience keep me excited about my healthcare HR career. I am able to shadow the recruiters I work with and I plan on going into that particular field. I hope to be an HR Consultant or Chief HR Officer, and I am starting the UAF MBA program to help me reach my goal.

What’s the number one skill or practice that has contributed to your success?
Sheer determination, strong will and consistency helped me succeed. There were many obstacles and challenges along the way and I feel like overcoming them made me better. I haven’t given up when times have gotten hard, and have pushed through instead. I worked two jobs and supported myself through my whole college career. That working experience helps me today, and I know how to balance multiple commitments.

What advice would you give to current students?
I would advise students to expand your horizons and not get too overwhelmed. Make time for yourself through working out, a hobby or travel. I also strongly recommend joining a student organization and making professional connections in your chosen field.

Next TV binge watch in queue?
Ballers on HBO

Your last music download?
“I Took A Pill In Ibiza” by Mike Posner

If I granted you one wish to change the world what would it be?
Stop global warming, so that future generations can enjoy the world as we do.

What do you enjoy about Alaska?
I enjoy the family-friendly community and how much opportunity there is for outdoor family activities. Even walking the dog is a fun adventure, with the wildlife and the numerous trails.

This is your first year with SOM. What were your first impressions?
I enjoy the friendly business school culture. While SOM is very professional and respected within the community, you don’t have to wear a suit to work everyday for someone to know you mean business!

Your specialized field is sport marketing. How does that translate into the classroom?
Sport marketing has endless connections to the classroom as athlete endorsements continue to trend upwards. There is no lack of controversial topics when it comes to professional athletes and how their personal life choices affect the sport industry. Connecting with students on these topics and how they choose to consume sports is something I very much enjoy.

What research or project are you currently working on?
I am currently working on a collaborative project where we are researching the gender differences of fantasy football participation and what motivational differences exist for females with respect to starting and continuing to play fantasy football.

What advice do you have for current students?
My advice for students, especially student-athletes, is to take advantage of the network around you. Everyone at SOM takes pride in helping you get to that next level. I can’t think of too many places in the world that provide as much professional development support and personal interest in your career.

What would you like to tell us about your family?
My wife Tracy and I welcomed our first child, Ava, this past December. We are excited to be raising a family in the Fairbanks community and can’t wait till she is old enough to ride her first snowmachine!

Faculty Focus

Josh Lupinek

Hailing from East Haddam, Connecticut, Josh’s connection to the sports industry started as a minor league hockey player and turned into sport marketing during graduate school. Josh stays connected to his hockey background as an NCAA referee for the WCHA and Big Ten Conference. You may see him on the ice with the UAF Nanooks.

What do you enjoy about Alaska?
I enjoy the friendly business school culture. While SOM is very professional and respected within the community, you don’t have to wear a suit to work everyday for someone to know you mean business!

This is your first year with SOM. What were your first impressions?
I enjoy the friendly business school culture. While SOM is very professional and respected within the community, you don’t have to wear a suit to work everyday for someone to know you mean business!

What advice do you have for current students?
My advice for students, especially student-athletes, is to take advantage of the network around you. Everyone at SOM takes pride in helping you get to that next level. I can’t think of too many places in the world that provide as much professional development support and personal interest in your career.

What would you like to tell us about your family?
My wife Tracy and I welcomed our first child, Ava, this past December. We are excited to be raising a family in the Fairbanks community and can’t wait till she is old enough to ride her first snowmachine!

Favorite breakfast food?
Pancakes, although I don’t eat them very often (unless they’re protein pancakes)!

Dream vacation destination?
Anywhere foreign, exotic or tropical. I like to get out of my comfort zone and see things from a different perspective.

Best advice you didn’t take?
To start applying for scholarships earlier in my college career.

Read the full story on the SOM Blog

Read the full story on the SOM Blog
Stay Connected!
Visit: www.uaf.edu/som
Like: www.facebook.com/uafsom
Read: uafsom.wordpress.com
Discover: www.flickr.com/uafsom
Watch: www.youtube.com/somuaf
Pin: www.pinterest.com/uafsom75

The student Decorating Committee members at the Business Leader of the Year banquet

SOM is one of only 182 colleges and universities in the world to hold the prestigious Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) accreditation for both the School of Management and its Accounting program. UAF is an AA/EO employer and educational institution.
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